Truth Bombs: a series of concise papers which seek to explain lies, errors, misunderstandings or misrepresented facts.

Slavery 1: the problem today
The endless Black slavery narrative
99.9% of people, especially young, left-wing people, have no clue that they are being manipulated
by education, movies, TV, art, media and advertising. In fact, even amongst aware people, labelled
as conspiracy theorists, most don’t understand the full picture of how deep and how long the social
manipulation has been going on, that it was a planned strategy going back hundreds of years to
achieve certain fascist goals and control every aspect of social and political life. The root cause is
the spiritual war between Satan and God, thus Christians are often the target of the global elite. The
immediate cause is the control of the world by a cabal of powerful, obscenely wealthy people who
tell governments what to do. These people are Satanists, though they prefer the term Luciferians.
One of the modern strategies for social manipulation is the constant narrative that Black people,
especially in America, are the poor suffering victims of White entitlement and privilege. Every
problem is said to be caused by White supremacy and historic White control. The answer to this
social oppression is rising up against White power and asserting the necessity of Black
opportunities, if necessary by violence, and demanding reparations. In Europe it drives the
apologetic for massive Black migration of economic and Jihadi migrants to destabilise western
‘Christian’ society and in South Africa it has initiated a new violent Apartheid against Whites and
the exodus of the people that are the main contributors to wealth.
The chief cause of Black suppression in society is a claimed historic narrative that Blacks had a bad
time in America being oppressed as slaves. Blacks thus built America and did all the hard
infrastructure work for free while being treated badly by slave-owners. Blacks are conditioned to
see themselves as poor victims as the scions of oppressed slaves, worked to death by White rich
men. It is amusing to see modern Black self-confessed victims assert their victimhood and blame
all their problems on White people, when they were brought up in a free society, benefiting from
free education, free medical care, housing provision and welfare payments. It is interesting to see
left-wing Black activists complain of their victimhood while sporting new Smart-phones, gold
jewellery and driving to protests in new cars. The more sensible Black political commentators have
derided their own people saying that none of them have been underprivileged but were lucky to live
in a free society that enabled those who wish to succeed and complained of the tiresome
victimhood mentality. If their families had remained in Benin and other West African states, they
would have been lucky to survive and their standard of living would possibly be subsistence at best.
In Black US protests against White supremacists, Blacks and Antifa have pulled down statues of
slave-owners like Confederate generals. In fact these, like Robert E Lee were kind to Black slaves
and supported the abolition of the slave trade. Lincoln’s abolition did southern slaves little good, as
they suddenly became poor workers that were mostly unemployed, thus the great migration to
northern cities like Chicago. Many died in poverty. In fact Lincoln was actually a White
supremacist that saw Black people as less than human; his promotion of the civil war had little to
do with kindness for Blacks as asserting a federalised United States with centralised government
and control over the rich Southern economy. The Confederate generals were mostly Christian men
who treated slaves well and had trusted Black servants, while Lincoln was a genuine racist. The
truth in this elite-controlled world is usually the opposite of what you have been told.
Blacks are just more pawns of the global elite cabal to be used as a means to an end: disrupt society
to breaking point and foment civil war to destroy America (along with several other strategies) so
that the elite can bring a new homogenised society out of the rubble which will be part of a new
world order in a proposed global dominion, ruled by the elite, where nations no longer exist as
separate entities. The destruction of Britain by the EU and other methods are another part of this
plan. The truth is, in fact, that historically most slaves were White Europeans (mostly Christian) or
Eurasian peoples, like Indian Hindus. Poor White slaves were worse off than Blacks for centuries.
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